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Fuck intentions- go straight to the chaos-----that becomes your intentions

Death- What is mysticism but contemplating death?
What is philosophy but contemplating death / life ?

living with death- 

living death as opposed to living lifei

The muse that starts as a back up singer-
and it was all superfciality she found herself in.

But now she wants to grow out of it.
She wants to nurture the art she has been taking for granted
one she never knew the depths of- 
should life not excuse her for not knowing any better-
should it not aid her in carving out from this deep infnite mass of possibility
of creativity- a small portion she can feel good about?

whats the meaning of 'having a voice' in the frst place.

Its almost like I become the female and 'life' becomes the male-
when contemplating/conversing with the self.
And he rapes her every time.

FIRE- 
Life always wins
She always fnds herself skipping a beat with her chin up
Making sure things are dandy.

When her eyes wrap around you- kind of a passion.

Finding yourselfii into something
'into' ~ the word giving it a sense of productivity and worth.

    a kind of transformation.
the sense that you live on.
~  ~ your juices fowing.

Starting with negative one- as opposed to zero-
the wound- the scar- the burn- the kiss- the fall- 
the perversion- the horror- the violence- the shame- the guilt- the sorrow-

the illness
the capitalism- the architecture- the seemingly permanent structures we were born into.
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Transart MP503
Abdullah Khan

This paper is a product of time spent accumulating and feshing out ideas that are pertinent to my 
artistic/life practice. The writing process is a creative act in itself, in that it incorporates the tangential 
drift to form an overall cloudy context for my intentional practice. The methodology applied is one where 
the reading as well as its writing of this text is an experiential endurance performance. It is an event that
seeks to break the wall between art and life, between research/writing and life. It aims to enact a self 
refexivity and an awareness of its own becoming. It is personal, passionate, absurd and at times even 
mystical. It is not a status commitment and is intent on moving beyond a traditional format. It is a birth
place for new ideas and has been a place of death and/or rebirth for old ones. It is fragmented, cyclical,
cloudy and non-linear. It collapses time to not distinguish between the present, the past and the future. 
It is a moment wanting to prolong itself by encouraging active engagement with a written consciousness
anticipating resonance. Whichever version it is, this is not the fnal version- for contained in this text are
ideas worth revisiting time and again as my work evolves.

Research Question: Taking what I have termed the duality/space/overlap between the Mystical and 
the Absurd as a thematic departure point, and considering the process based approach of Research 
(Reading/Writing) as a creative artistic practice, how can my disparate creative practice today produce 
cultural value, knowledge and meaning? 

how does the duality expand?

      material
|

                   absurd  -------------|----------------- mystic
|

    immaterial

“Philosophy is the question: from which side shall we look at life, God, the idea or other phenomena...The
system of quickly looking at the other side of a thing in order to impose your opinion indirectly is called

dialectics...”
Tristian Tzara (1896-1963) 'Dada Manifesto 1918'iii

What is absurdity but seriousness taken
away from mysticism; Mysticism
brought down to the banal plane of
materiality; the everyday gestures and a
sense of lighthearted play;
A dada impulse moving through
narcissism into nothingness, sometimes
evoking temporary magic.

What is mysticism but belief in a higher
entity that can be embodied; a surrender
to the divine; submitting to the reign of
the immaterial; though mystics do not
cease to exist in the material plane. Tey
can sometimes even be seen as escapists.
Trough meditation, restraint and
contemplation they fnd a balance
between the inner and outer worlds.

mysticabsurd
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Methodology

Format

“This whole idea of coherence – that we should be rationally coherent – that's becoming 
passé...iv”

Starting with Virginia Woolf and William James' stream of consciousness writings to fragmented
dada rants from the unconscious mind, to contemporary writers like Tim Etchells' piece 'Hands 
Touching' in the 'Natural Beginnings' Publication by Nuvolari Books or Susan Howe's 
Spontaneous Particulars: The Telepathy of Archieves put through Timothy Morton's mystical 
blend on 'autocommentary' as thinking and discourse while experiencing enlightenment; 
implying the mixing of one's mind with the text in the process of writing results in this text as a 
performancev. What Morton calls the marginal text, in questioning its signifcance relative to the
main text (as equally important if not more) in my process manifests as fragmented poetics, 
tangential rants or endnotesvi.

If aesthetic is considered a mode of control, and our investigation is one of surrender in the 
mystic sense where “it is no longer the singer who sings the song, but the song sings the singer”, 
is like confesssing that one's art is greater than oneself.vii It is this devotion that manifests an 
oscillation between complete sentences and a stream of consciousness expression of an almost 
visual language. An ode to the sad, the mad, the lost and the playful. A confronting of the the 
mystic and the absurd implicitly i.e. through a play of language, structure, format, diagrams and
existential investigations of ideas such as immateriality, the moment and contemplation. 
Everything and nothing.

Time
A refection on temporality and the moment of inspiration as an almost halllucinatory absence 
of time. Active engagement with a thought sequence whether purely in the mind or through an 
action or contemplation on an external stimulus seems to be the core of the philosophical 
investigation. Existential thought can seem trivial in that not only has it been over done but it 
also seems un productive in the sense of practical achievement; Philosophical problems and 
subtle nuances sometimes seem unworthy of concentration and can seem like a waste of time. 
However the momentary bliss induced by seeing the mystical in the absurd can radiate a 
tranquility through affrmation. The voice of doubt always comes in to and even that must be 
accepted. These challenging times of chaos require of us to not hold on too tightly to either the 
high or the low moments of the spirit. “Now has zero duration” and it is the only living part of 
time.viii The past and the future are merely versions of the present. All creation comes from the 
same place; the moment of inspiration, it is in the interpretation- conceiving of appropriate 
form- that difference occurs. Plato's theory of forms states that true form only exists in the idea 
of a thing and that representation is always degraded/imprecise.
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Tangetial drift
“Laterial knowledge is knowledge that’s from a wholly unexpected direction, from a direction 
that’s not even understood as a direction until the knowledge forces itself upon one. Lateral 
truths point to the falseness of axioms and postulates underlying one’s existing system of getting 
at truth.”ix

“Drifting is what one does when looking at lateral truth.”x

The tangent in language implies a distraction, drifting, or quickly side-stepping into 
something that is irrelevant to the subject matter at hand. However if looked at from the 
mathematical perspective, a tangent is the line that touches a single point on a curve. When 
extended the tangential line does not intersect the curve but merely touches it at that one point. 
The gradient of a tangent is the gradient of the curve at the point where they meet.

Gradient = Rate of Change/Slope

When I was frst introduced to the idea of a tangent in a Mathematics, it seemed to have 
presented itself as an insight into the intricacies of the curve, as opposed to (like in language) 
something unrelated/unimportant.

Cloudy context.
A circular conversation, cyclical structures of thought, and a disengagement with the fear of 
repetetion create a seemingly informal cloud of a context. This non-linear approach uses the 
idea of assimilation over time (endurance reading performance) and even hints at Deleuze and 
Guattari's Rhizomatic structure which is non aborescental; not like a probability tree diagram. 
Though unclear, connections can be made to an alliance with the chaos resulting from 
postmodern multiplicity, technology, a morphology of the consciousness, organic evolution 
and/or adaptation.xiThe lack of a beginning and an end; the loop; the way life really is; a 
stream, becomes important. Then sun rises and sets every single day- yet each day is new.
The tangent works with fragmentation to deploy a postmodern chaos to hinder my coherence 
with too many sparks shooting in all directions when focussing on one idea.I now start to 
assimilate this and wonder upon a calmer, clearer thought process. This is only just the 
beginning. 

x

y

f(x)

tangent
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Beginning Again.
Repetetion, tautology, circles and cycles are ways of renewing the frst time feeling; a reiterating 
mechanism offering submittion to the imperfection of language and the un-fxed/pre-fgurative 
space of investigation. In a recent show centered around eroticism at La Rouvraie in 
Grosrouvre, France by Alex Cecchetti and his team under 'Nuvolari' presented an event titled 
'Natural Beginners' (where I was a performer for two separate art works)xii. All texts in the 
publication were pertinant to my research and dealt with ideas of clouds, stream of 
consciousness, the frst time feeling being a true feshing out of the feeling of the moment, and 
our 'already always' inclination to live in such loops. In an accompanying text piece Alex writes 
from the point of view of a child about innocent, platonic secret picnics he used to have with a 
girl after school where they would share their left over lunches- and how everything changed the
day he saw her arm pit with some hairs. This show was very important for me to be a part of, in 
that my consciousness, having grown up in Paksitan has ceratin cultural traces (though less than 
the majority porbably) of avoiding taboo topics as we do. This confrontation of sexuality on a 
personal level from something as absurd as a story about what may have been an inkling of a 
future (underarm) fetish- to me was bold- and true. It talked about frst time experiences and 
how they captivate us. When Alex had approached me about the show, he had briefed me with 
'you know how everytime you sleep with a girl its like a new beginning-- I mean thats why we 
keep going back- starting over.'
This also can be pulled back into the idea of  'already always' as inevitibility of change, of 
growth, of puberty, adulthood and aging. We're already always stuck in time.

Tragedy Paradox.
It is a tragedy that we can never obtain complete objectivity, complete stillness, or complete 
silence. That we cannot know death before it comes. That we cannot refect upon what has not 
been yet (without fction/vision/play).xiii

It is paradoxical that we build our life practices trying anyway.
Beckett in works like text piece Molloy and performance pieces like Quad II hints on this infnite
and absurd loop called life. The all women Belgian contemporary dance company Rosas Danst 
Rosas also works in a similar vein, though bringing their performances closer to life by 
incorporating endurance and tropes of feminism. Both these artists seem to also be hinting on 
the existence of an inner mechanistic structure between beings.

Absurdity is the paradox.
And the paradox is closely related to the dialectic.
And the dialectic seems to have 'paradoxically' turned into a relatively 'un-absurd' word in that 
its formal function has by now been assimilated.
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The Sincere Intention
This text emerges quite literally from fragmented writing performances in my studio. It is 
inherently incomplete, in that it it is merely my present articulation of a fraction of the ground 
work on which are based my works from the recent past and the near future. The hope is to set 
off a domino effect; to be writing consistently for a large portion of the next period of my life; to 
be refning my interaction with and through words (given that language is proving to be a 
central area of research).

In containing my work between the thematic overlap of the mystic and the absurd I am 
reigniting a fame that performance artists, mystical/spiritual seekers, thinkers, philosophers and
writers have dealt with time and again. I can compare my undertaking to the relationship of a 
painter with the act of painting- in that- the masters may have set a bar way high- and 
everything may have already been done/said- but for me it is part of my personal journey as an 
active mind to go through this almost rite of passage through the lens of my artistic practice 
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Writing as an event. 
Reading as an event.

30th January 2015.

What is it that I am writing for?
What is my main question?

Does it concern the duality between the mystical and the absurd?
What about the spontaneous rantings that come up when feelings arise due to some life happening which evokes a response?

How formal should this document be?
Will it be just questions?

Who am I talking to?
Am I even speaking?

If you are reading this- are you not just 'reading my mind'?
Is that not telepathy?

I haven't spoken a word since I meditated about twenty something minutes ago.
How must I organize the 'documentation of my life- as thoughts' as separate from

the critical/formal discourse/material I plan to gather or start to write for my frst year MFA paper.
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Alternate Table of Contents for (a longer/more in depth version of) this paper.

-1. Chaos as Reality
Chaos manifesting absurdity,
Hysteria, psychosis-
Rap music- use of words
Flow/improx- vessel
+ spaces

0. sense of Play. security
as experimentation
as process
as searching

chance/control
     + spaces

1. Stream of consciousness
The unconscious mind
The collective consciousness
The collective unconscious.

~ ~
     Language, poetry, 

Vulnerability, intimacy,
Disease, flawed, broken , hurt, fragmented.

Burden of practice-
Of engagement.

Victimizing the self-
Unhealthy oscillations 
as other side after balance/equanimity/honing in.
The madman, the schizophrenic,
 the voice of doubt that refuses to leave.

+ spaces

2. The Paradox
The repetetive force
Doubt
The tragedy- the farce- the sincerity-
Unreachable zero
Unreachable complete objectivity-

Unreachable knowing what was before and
what will be after-

Playing with fire/Playing with Death.
Back as a code
+ spaces3. Language

+ spaces

4. An exploration of the Immaterial
The object of contemplation.
The metaphysical object.
The moment
The importance of mind visions.
How sound can be created by the mind(like in 

 dreams)
The space in between as almost illusion/hallucination

+ spaces

5. Consciousness/Contemplation
The publishing moment.
Noise
Balance
+ space

6. The moment/Sound
And sound terminology-
The voices inside your head.
Telepathy as understoodness-

+ spaces

7. solution/end part
Eventually- Empathy

manifesting, automatic
Organized organisms-
Evolution- numbness- the mask-
Protection- 

+ conclusive notes-
Diagrams explained-
Contemplative space-
Frames and filters- location specificity-/ proximity

Growing pains-- shallow versus light
Trusting transcendence.
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Performance 

Why Performance? 
Performance seems to have become the umbrella term for process/time based/live work. We've even started 
considering stationary installations referencing performative practices leaving only the viewer in the present 
moment as the supposed 'performer' as performance works.xiv Interactivity has broken open the closed confnes of
the theatre and the opera house to not only the gallery but anywhere; now even the act of going to a 
performance event can mean signing up to be part of a ritual.xv Peter Brooks and Grotowski spoke of theatre 
makers' lives as living works of art; their communal movement and habitation, rehearsals, shows, collaborations 
and relationships. And Kaprow in 'The Education of the Un-Artist Part 1 (1971) talks about gestures and actions 
in the political and other realms of everyday 'real' life as better art than art made to be called so.

When I frst researched Performance Art in 2009 I came acorss the absurdity of the likes of Laurie Anderson and
Joseph Beuys- and concluded that Performance Art had started as a reactionary movement critiquing the 
formalism of the art world. Absurdity is today embedded in the artistic practice, for its meaning is brought to 
light with 'context'. To link it to a single time period/artistic movement seems redundant for it has been 
assimilated as part of the artistic process. All artistic revolutions seemed absurd before they were understood 
(even the cubists). It would be worth while to clarify here that it is not out of a bilegerance that I surrender to the 
absurd, and I agree that getting stuck in Dada or Nihilism cannot produce value or knowledge past the self, but I 
consider these spaces checkpoints that must not be avoided, for they open the conversation to paradox, satire, 
parody, and social commentary. 

The moment I frst learned about Mary Wigman in the history of dance who broke the expected ballerina poise 
for cult like witch dances, I knew I had to replicate her witchdance as an ode and a rite of passage.xvi The 
absurdity of movement is a kind of liberation most people avoid, and yet there is a method to the madness whose
appreciation is learned. 

Though Performance Art birthed as a critique of the art world/everday life itself, the genealogy of performance 
art as documented by critics and art historians, over time has looped in on itself as a sham. It has now come to 
mean bluntly ' a way to live one's life fully' or 'a way to devote one's life completely to one's artistic practice'.
This is atleast if the artist is dealing with the non-spectaularization of the self. Though putting a frame around 
one's own actions could be considered setting oneself on a stage.
If this is what it has come to- where all of a sudden the lives of all artists can be seen as research/performance- it 
may be trite to point out that Shakespeare said we were all players on stage around the late 16th early Century.

Now Pollack's process is a performance- and Rothko's devotion too- Twombly's inneundo and Banksy's stencils.
Artist's lives, what they read and wrote, who their social circles were and their habits come into focus.
The beauty of this allignment of vision is that fnally we are interested in humans. The spectacularization has 
been brought down to a practical level- and people now go home from performances altered in a way that 
changes the way they think (to some extent) in their everyday lives.xvii

For a while the question of the presence of an audience/viewer held authority for theatre folk called a 
performance without a viewer merely 'rehearsal'. Not only did the camera kill that- but a step away from the 
spectacle and the feeding of one's ego as 'the artist' made personal rituals in everyday life justifed performances.
Performance is variable, in that it is vague as a description- there is by no means only one strategy or way.

Donald Judd's statement of art only being needed to be called art- and anyone having the agency to call 
themselves an artist- can now be adapted to- if you call it a performance it is a performance.

Since all this leaves things quite loose and open ended- something we as a species are fnally just beginning to try 
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and wrap our heads around- we are left with trying (even just for ourselves) to defne some parameters of what it 
means to be a performance artist.xviii Socially engaged performance artist Honi Ryan has come up with a model 
that works well for me; time as the frame; give the performance a beginning and an end- and let the rest play out 
as it will- surrender to it.xix

Sincere Criticism
Away from personal performances that no one else was around to witness (like the breakfast I made myself this 
morning) the important aspect of performance becomes the exchange. Sure I made a great big omlette and used 
only my feet... but that only holds relevance when it is somehow shared, even as just a story. When looking 
critically performance can be seen in terms of its publishing, where it is incomplete without feedback. Without 
the sharing of these experiences we dwelling in Narcissistic activity. Only after exposing the work can we see the 
potential 'could-have', 'should-have', and 'would-have' possibilities (in terms of conveying a message/ the 
reception of the work). This exchange with the community has been my challenge lately- for my passion is all 
there- I live my fuckin art! There is no doubt about that- 
*And I curse there to intensify the moment there for a second*
It is the formal elements- the writing about my own works- the deconstruction of what it means, that I have 
needed to work on-
I have stuggled with freely writing as I wish- even against the advice of my advisors who told me to go all out.
I have presented here way more complete sentences than I intended to.
*(there really is a whole other version of this paper written in fragments)!*

In terms of sincerity; the capitalistic paradigm breeding competetion has poisoned as well the world of art 
makers. Hal Foster in the following quote gives a clear example of the kinds of shallow 'games' being played: 

“This trope of tragedy followed by farce is seductive- its cynicism is a protective response to many historical 
ironies- but it hardly suffces as a theoretical model, let alone as a historical analysis. Yet it pervades attitudes 
toward contemporary art and culture, where it frst constructs the contemporary as posthistorical, a sumlacral world
of failed repetitions and pathetic pastiches, and then condemns is as such from a mythical point of critical escape 
beyond all. Ultimately this point is posthistorical, and its perspective is most mythical where it purports to be most
critical.”xx

I'm not sure how to explain this- but I resonate with what he is saying; in my understanding it is bringing to light 
the dandy getaway; the self aware and pretentious but insincere 'player' interested primarily in self gain.
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Language
warning: maybe this isn’t english.

what is language but communication
exchange

expression 'understoodness'

can we be fully understood?
what are the limits to understanding?

that great moment in ‘Waking Life’ when she talks about 
MY idea of love as separate from YOUR idea of love.xxi

the inertness of words-

yet they contain magic.
and they’re all we have

for all languages have developed and expanded
grown into organisms of consciousness;

cultures in and of themselves.

my inner cavewoman says when words started-
they were very practical!
they were all about describing the physical world

whats the word/gesture for 'water'?
for 'tiger behind you'xxii

and slowly we started drifting
to

how do you say ‘hello’
or ‘i love you’?

these intangible objects  / ideas ;  hello as a greeting-- or love, a feeling--
paired with prepositions and articles

like ‘of’ and ‘in’….  ‘the’
represent man's projected materiality 

(confusion and chaos ordered in his need to 
understand)

material as all that is bound in time.
We converted it into an immaterial medium (language)

immaterial in that it manifests as sound/voice- and you cant see it!
we call this ‘english’ or ‘-insert language name here-’
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From this trajectory of thought sequences
it is evident that 

though we consider language to be an ‘immaterial’ mode-
due to its intangibility- its invisibility,
its ephemerality,
and its inherent unescapable bond with time
with interpretation and with the mind-

language as we know it
is merely mans materiality given a
'supposed' immaterial form.       ---- (because true immateriality is the unknown?)

  is what was before birth
and what is after death-

to re iterate:   Language is made/discovered/invented/honed 
in on/refned by man. Man cannot create the 
immaterial- for man is material.

Thought language doesn't take material 'form'
it is still made of man- and is still made of 'vibrations'
whether those are thoughts in the mind-
or speech out loud.

“our thoughts and emotions are as invisible as these waves...they are vibrations of a different kind, which can be 
transmitted from one person to another, sometimes over large distances. We observe this in daily life when we 
feel the mood of another person through 'his atmosphere', without this being expressed in words. The 
phenomenon of telepahty proves that certain thoughts, directed to a particular person, can be received by him or
her even over large distances.”xxiii

“ All existing things which we see or hear, which we perceive, vibrate. If it were not for vibration, the precious 
stones would not show us their colour and their brilliance; it is vibration which makes the trees grow, the fruit 
ripen, and the fowers bloom. Our existence is also according to the law of vibrations, not only the existence of 
our physical body but also of our thoughts and feelings.”xxiv

 Whey then do we constantly bastardize the idea of 'immateriality' through our lives fated to materiality?
specially in terms of art works that claim to be ‘immaterial’.

 paradox-   language as an immaterial material

How I access consciousness through my work.
Notice how there is no mention of 'visual'- this has to do with the visual form coming last.

My primary investigation is of Consciousness- and these are the extensions of that investigation.

Actions
material

Toughts
immaterial

Text

Language
Consciousness

Sound
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Immaterial --- 
What is the absolute immaterial? Darkness/ unknown/ death?

Spirit/soul?

Is it air- just because we cannot 'see' air with our eyes-
though we know it is made up of the same kind of molecules as liquids and solids- just more 
free.

Is it light waves as opposed to sound waves- because sound waves actually use air molecules to travel 
whereas light waves pass through vacuum (i.e. all the in between spaces ~ aether?)

why can a bird fy though a cloud- but light cannot pass through a cloud? 1(nuvolari)

is the absolute immaterial then- none of the above-
and really only what is not measurable? I.e the spirit?
What about soul?
Don't you sometimes feel your soul being moved by reading a piece of poetry or seeing an apt piece of 
art; apt in that it affects you precisely in 'that' moment with a sense of synchronicity with your 
consciousness  environment 

what has happened is that art people have 'specialized' their reception of art in a trajectory that has 
resulted in an effect that is not as subjective as just chance or synchronicity-
they have laid groundwork in knowing historically the kinds of art made through the ages- and how new 
art transformed and subverted the idea of art periodically.

Art moved away from the individual to the corporation. To the collectives. These collectives became art 
fraternities and now run the art hierarchy. Art co opted the co opting mechanism from Capitalism and 
initiated itself into the regime.

But going back to the 'soul'- why do we have soul music- is soul a matter of Intention then?
“it is the psyche which speaks”2

For a long time she wondered how to manage her chaotic mind, the body she wakes up in day after day and this 
soul made purely of intentions sometimes linguistic, and other times 'whole feelings'.

And fnally- it hit her- after being shown a chart of the economic distribution of the world- the unfair economic 
distribution- the whole 'one percent' uproar fnally made sense-
but instead of taking to the streets- protesting- that was the day she decided 'fuck the soul'!

The pain of waking up each morning into a world that is so far from ideal- not in a narcissistic, self 
indulgent way- but in contemplating disparity and the lack of harmony; the lack of sharing; the insane amounts 
of control mechanisms and borders.

'd i f f e r e n c e'   rung out as a resonant word.

1 Nuvolari
2 Oskar Kokoshka (1886-1980) ‘On the Nature of Visions’
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She wrote in her private books about how she must now mask her true self; her good natured- 
believing in the ideal equality of humans, in sharing, in non-hierarchy, in the soul- self.

This mask was to deal with the sad world she lived in.
With this protective layer, she could forget about her spirit and its deepest desires-
she could forget completely about 'the immaterial' (tragic but effective/productive)

 in the spirit of effciency in the 
one material life she is surely 

aware of!!

and she could focus on the effciency of all that was material.  (including language)
After all that was all she 'really' had any control of; her body and her mind;
how consciousness resides in it in the day, and during sleep.

Paradoxically, this 'giving up' of the spirit was in fact a submission to the spirit;
in her frm belief that without the spirit- the magical glue that held it all together-
neither would her body nor her mind be 'alive'.

She was fnally thinking like 'them'. She had completely stopped crying- and was even unable to shed 
more than a single tear if the sadness overwhelmed her.

If heart as a symbol for all emotions and the psyche; for the body in its desires and all its gluttony-
and mind as a symbol for the mathematical truth of logistics and effciency- grid like and brute-

could be taken to mean the duality she must deal with-
she fnds herself ripped from mystical meaning.

She sings songs in the morning to enchant her space xxv

and cooks food for herself – ever mundane-
unable to still her fragmented mind
from the doubt and melancholy of her world un-divine.....when it hits.

if language can now be brought down from the heights
of being thought as immaterial- and away from the light
of some mystical unknown into the artifcial fuorescence
of electric pulse-

that runs her fridge and her toaster-
the speakers on the shelf

It appears as though the duality exists
even down here on the plane of abyss
between the material material and the immaterial material-
between concrete and intangible
between real and fake.
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An Experiment in pretentiousness

If the tragically sound presumptuous negation of a living theory proven to be palpable to the gut
of contemporary times, can be treated as an excessive and exuberant attempt at exhilarating the 
consciousness of the perceptive mind, then one may be led to believe that in the expulsion of limits, the 
derailment of thought, and surrender of control it is possible to fnd an immaculate fow of fabricated 
sound.

This sound, heavy in its meaning, traverses layers and fnds a home in your heart. It titillates the 
intellect and seduces the reader into a world of prolonged experience.
It is a gluttony of language, of an imperial rule.
The english in its benevolent mischief.

Mischievous as it may be, this unit of power confounds the basis of an elitism appearing under the 
domain of pretentiousness. If god is really a pretentious prick then oh my life would be so easy.
But the truth is that god/the universe/the source/the divine,
is merely a poet. (in a river)

In regarding the benevolence of the cauldron, 
and the bristles on my broom,
I enchant myself into existence-
on an infnite loom.

Thousands of daggers pierce the skin of men.
Right at the heart.
At the nipple, through a crevice in the ribcage-
this happens in a moment.
Sometimes death appears without warning.

Social credibility in artistic practice can seem like a dubious mechanism.

Stealthily engaging a rightful notion of sectarian philosophy of knowing,
might be considered a rebuking of the already assimilated patterns of behavior.

If one is to rectify linear thought in the mind through the charge of electrons, 
one is able to create sound.

I’m supposed to be talking smack!!

If a circular conversation is to enable meaning to confne within itself
a core understanding of its own intentions,
then perhaps an attempt at grasping potency from the
scurrying and scrambling wor(l)ds that pass by
may be unnecessary.
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Just as the dominant matrix of a cyborg informs its creator
of the simultaneous existence of its predecessor cyborg,
we have changed the human genetic model.

Magic is ever.

If depository malfunctioning causes nail biting and excessive consumption of coca-cola,
the language may not go too far.

The tremor of hysteria, shivering the bones of contemporary society;
infecting their nerves and consuming them from the inside
has become an almost paradigm.

The convulsive ignorance and the disgusted abjection of sincerity 
must stop.

If the reins on these horses are preordained to something, it is constant change.
As active minds at work to comprehend the nature of reality- without falling prey 
to the beast of depression and/or superfciality being served to us through a multitude of main stream 
mediated platforms- servicing these reins becomes our responsibility.

what holds life together?
our misunderstanding of the analyzing factors embedded within the chaotic entanglement of 
chronology and culture leave us crippled and detached from a holistic viewpoint.
Paolo Piscitelli  talks about leaving some things where they belong-
..

we must change the tape—xxvi

but the conversion to the correct format to play on our old tape player can seem hopeless.
replacing the tape player itself- is just absurd-

but this is precisely where belief comes in-
and visualization.

if so much of our healing is subdued by the surface languages we use-
for our ideas are already elaborate entities ‘holding’ us in reality-
then language itself is the disease-
and language itself will be the cure- or at least the bringer of ease-
to heal the wound- and brighten, lighten spirits.

ignorance of another should not be feared-
but frst of all- dignity of the self must be established-
not dignity as a pursuit of egotistical morals values or goals-
but an ethical dignity-
oh- but what of the drunkard nights and the debauchery that has birthed so much of the 
necessary subversion that brought us here.
- - -
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postmodernity has enabled the notion of multiple truths.
your truth as different from mine.
opposite even maybe-
yet they’re both really part of the same thing-
whether you and I realize that yet- or not.

if you want to go and play the hedonist- go ahead.
no one has the right to stop you.
it may even just be your life’s purpose.

balance is the point-
we’ve been bombarded with right and wrong for so long-
that when we sit down to try and vocalize our insides
all we end up doing is justifying how we’re good and okay.
and we feel small-
we’ve been made to feel small—
we feel jaded- and broken-
unfortunate.

he smirks as he sips his whiskey-
slips a rounded sloppy ice cube-
slickly back into the short glass,
narrows his eyes-
then concernedly exclaims 
“what a pity-
too bad they weren’t born 
bourgeois like us”
poor peasants!”

she sips her tea.

she easily falls into dark spaces.
feeling burdened- and heavy
melancholic-
she writes a lot in these phases-
she has convinced herself that there is a reason for the heaviness-
and has accepted her life as a sacrifce that fts in the greater puzzle of lives that make the genealogy of 
human consciousness.
letting go of the heaviness
seems like letting go of the depth-
which feels like letting go of her core-
of her values.

there are growing pains involved in 
letting go of values.
once set in motion- the system starts

to show how sometimes values are inherited.
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it hurts to change. to admit you’re wrong.
to even start to open up to the possibility that you might 

be wrong.
but to realize that the one informing you- is not your enemy

the willingness to listen- to lighten—
trust in 

we aren’t those people love.
we musn’t be swayed by doubts of our purpose.
you see that vision with me- 
i know you do-
i see you there- in that place of not seeing.

here, the vision is like a feeling-
an embodiment of trust.

ours is a lighter light- 
paler-
its where organisms breath rubbing against each other-
coexisting together as a greater organism.
there are rhythms and pulsating patterns

and we are not infantile and embryonic-
but we stand tall-
as wholeness within ourselves-

to turn my head and see you there-
to see us there-
strong-
this is the vision.

once awareness becomes a key word in the life practice of a thinker-
every gesture, every action, every intention-
comes under scrutiny against awareness.
its starts to form a kind of religion for the self.
a series of experiments to establish ground-
to challenge gut responses and emotional knee jerks.
 

i don’t have much time.
i only have 10 years.
i know it seems like a lot-

but its really not- for what I need to produce/communicate.
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the machine as a medium, imagining its own sentience-
aligning along the way any part out of place-
to birth itself into existence-
an evolution indeed.

the mystical analogies when fragmented and dispersed
into the fabric of a football being fought over by dogs:
each rip sets free passages woven together- out into the ether
and each dog sleeps in peace that night.

all that to say- fght all you want fucking dogs-
all will be well anyway.

the rupture

future me—
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Solitude and philosophical thought as a relationship with the other within the self.

language as consciousness
consciousness as the moment 
sound of the moment
sound of your mind in the moment
with the noise-
the neighbours, or birds.
the ambulance or the planes,

Paradox: the moment as always the same in that it is ever changing. 

~ levels and layers of consciousness (controls)
In terms of investigating the 'moment' of time passing
this ever feeting- ever clichéd- zero duration
is an impossibility made possible every      single                 passing                         moment.

We try and hold on- 
to our thoughts-
to our selves- our sense of self in each moment- existentialism?
through engagement with 'material' / (the world)

we look for coherence- narrative- something that adds up.

Self

Consciousness Reality / Noise

moment

Is consciousness separable from the self.
Can it be shared?
Can we stop the noise that is the entropic
world passing.
What is the relevence of the moment.
Isn't nowness all there ever is.
Everything but nothing.
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How does control play a part in the moment.
Is control an illusion?

It can't be- I have some agency- 
like I chose to eat a tangerine just now-

I could have not!

Here was meant to be the part about Holistic/Sustainable practice- 
which means- 'whole' -  without any parts missing-

but that part is missing.

mysticism

the absurd

chance control

One reading :Mysticism as the more balanced between
control and chance- whereas the absurd being more likely to

lean to either side.
Second Reading: Mysticism as contained within the absurd-

at its core?
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End Part.

Its just not as simple as dualities
and third spaces-
its always shifting, rotating,
displacing itself-
being chaotic.

The space in between = transcendence/illusion (paradox)
therefore it seems to warp in perspective, creating (an almost/apparent) new dimension/plane. 

mystic absurd

absurd

mystic

mystic

absurd
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Conclusive Notes:
The text piece 'An experiment in Pretentiousness' was a stream of consciousness text that was meant to not make 
any sense. The frame of mind I went into to execute that text was 'to string words together that sound 'refned'- 
without worrying about saying anything specifc, as long as I was making complete sentences. To my 
amazement- some of what I 'streamed out' makes a lot of sense, is poetic and beautiful. How insane is that? I 
literally cannot take credit- for I was being satirical- making fun of  'proper english'- which is an important 
attribute for future works I need to make in Pakistan. My alter ego 'Chich-Ger-Bey-Cha' is a super self refexive 
consciousness functioning in Urdu and English- making fun of its own grossness and vulgarity in Urdu, and 
simultaneously making fun of its own 'preveliged pretentious properness' in English, all the while disemminating 
Art History to the public. This work is totally culture specifc- and is in the works to be executed in Autumn 
2015.

The 'Alternate Table of Contents for (a longer/more in depth version of) this paper' is one of the many outline-
like streams I created in the process. It kind of gives a fctional idea of what my paper's structure should have 
looked like. This becomes an absurd text piece in the process.

Writing this paper started with an exploration of very generic structures of singularity, duality, 
dialectics, triadics and paradoxes. I called this the 'meta' structure of my thinking. The more I tried to 
fesh this out- the mode the voice of doubt kicked in telling me it was all stuff everyone knows already- 
and it was too basic and simple- - thus I decided to focus more on feshing out my thematic 
engagements. What is presented here is a mash up of segments lifted from the chaos that emerged half 
way through writing.
By the end I abandoned all structure and therefore feel it sppears unplanned, unfnished, and unclear.

I ask myself: What do I do? And why does it matter?
My work is aimed at creating space for one to refect on and contemplate their active modes of 
perception. Different frames can make us see things differently. Each human life experience and 
perspective and each artistic practice is a different view/flter/lens on life. Sure there may be overlaps, 
but time is change, and that is constant- so it is literally impossible to 'stream' exactly the same 
consciousness as someone else- though this absurdity would be the goal of telepathy/connection.
A way into this absurd journey would be to start by changing the lenses.

T h e  s t r e a m  o f   l i f e  /  t i m e  /  s o u n d  /  e n t r o p y  /  n o i s e  /   g o d   p a s s i n g   u  s    b  y
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The coexistence of absurdity and mysticism in my performative gestures, to create a contemplative 
space for viewers, participants and performers alike, seems to indicate that my work coincides with 
what Sean Lowry has termed ‘The Agnostic Model’, which as a post-postmodern paradigm admits that
the only thing we know as truth is that we do not know. 
This also relates to a larger framework than just the trajectory of art; with the discovery of quarks and 
string theory, physics itself has looped around to prove itself as probabilistic.

I ask myself if any of this 'research' even contributes to contextualizing my practice? Did I not just drift 
off, away from my initial research question into the production of an experimental text instead that 
didn't really answer my question about mysticism and absurdity? 
Did I fail?

I respond to myself with 'this text (sercretly) never wanted to be a project report or a traditional 
academic research paper (in terms of format).'
It is not a project report in that it does not round up my recent works for contextualization.
It is not a traditional research paper/thesis in that there is no real argument.
It is more along the lines of a 'text' that frames some of the thinking spaces I inhabit in a kind of latent 
trajectory.

The broken language acts as 'my work' and the coherent parts, the references and end notes act as my 
'research'- though really they're all investigations. In terms of the coherent sections, I feel I need to write
and consistently research ONE thing at a time, or write about ONE of my works at a time (which is 
very different from the tangential drifting I've been up to)- trying to sum it all up.

What did I get from this self imposed experimental process?
Honestly- a move away from dualities- from extremes- a surrender into not knowing-
and a move away from cynicism to sincerity.

I gave up a lot of the written material in order to meet the word count (though am probably still over)- I
should take it upon myself to separately fesh out a couple of formalized research texts out of all the 
extra chaos (uploaded on my blog).

I also gave up on a lot of diagrams and versions of outlines- (including the one presented on page 8).

Only towards the 'end' of this writing process- did I come to the realization to not try and redefne the 
wheel. Also that I have yet 'so much' ahead of me- in terms of what I want to hone in on as my 
experimental writing process.

End.
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